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The Skeena-Nass Region is wealthy in forests and natural resources.
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FORUM OBJECTIVE:
To spark discussion amongst regional community stakeholders to rethink, recreate,
and reinvent the natural resource economy in the Skeena-Nass region. What would a
new economy look like? How can we move to that economy?

PROCEEDINGS
Moderator/ facilitator: Rick Brouwer, Executive Director - SNCIRE
Day One:
Presentations and conversations with local and provincial “provocateurs”
Presentation: Local context, development of SNCIRE – Rick Braam, SNCIRE
“Provocateurs”
Dr Kathy Lewis, UNBC: Changing the view
Higgs Murphy, NWCC: Other ways to build
Dr Gail Fondahl, UNBC: Research to reality
Kim Morrison, Nisga’a Commercial Group: Environmental Services
Don Gosnell, MoFR: Bio-Energy Initiatives
Andrew Pershin, UBC: Adding margin
Principles of a sustainable economy

Day Two:
A new natural resource economy for the Skeena-Nass region: how do we get there?
Describing a New Natural Resource Economy
What do we need to do to achieve a New Natural Resource Economy?
Actions! Describe projects/ products/ information needs that will fit in with a New
Natural Resource Economy
Review SNCIRE current/ planned projects and see how well they fit into the results
from this session.
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PRESENTATIONS
Rick Braam, SNCIRE: Context and development of SNCIRE
Rick Braam is currently a Regional Manager with the Rural BC Secretariat of the Ministry of Community Development.
He is based in Smithers BC but works between Fraser Lake and the Coast. Rick was raised and schooled until grade 12
in Terrace and has lived in Smithers for the past 27 years. He has worked at various tasks in the forest industry for 25
years and has worked in the economic development field for the past 4 years. Rick became a Registered Professional
Forester in 1988 and earned his Masters in Business Administration in 2001. In his current role, he is working with
communities and industries in order to redefine themselves in light of the changing global economy. His hobbies include
operating a small farm near Smithers BC.

Mr Braam utilised a powerpoint presentation:
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“Provocateurs”
Local and provincial thinkers and researchers engaged us in discussions, provided insights, and
provoked some thoughts on a new natural resource economy:
Dr Kathy Lewis, UNBC: Changing the view
Dr. Kathy Lewis is a Professor and Chair of Ecosystem Science and Management at the University of Northern British

Columbia, where she teaches forestry, natural resources management, and biology. Dr. Lewis’ research interests are in the
area of ecological roles of biotic disturbance agents in forests, and the relationships between pathogens and their physical
and biological environments. She has served on the Board of Directors for the John Prince Research Forest, jointly
managed between UNBC and the Tl’azt’en Nation, the Provincial Forest Appeals Commission and the Environmental Appeal
Board, the Board of Examiners for the Association of BC Forest Professionals, the External Review Panel for the Sustainable
Forestry Initiative, and the Provincial Forestry Round table. Dr Lewis has a Bachelor’s degree in Forestry from UBC (1983),
a Masters in Forest Pathology from Virginia Polytech (1985), and a PhD in Forest Pathology from Oregon State University
(1990).

The following is the TEXT of Dr Lewis’ presentation (graciously provided by Dr Lewis):
I am going to focus on the forest industry during this presentation, partly because that is the only industry that I know
anything about, but mostly because I see tremendous, untapped economic potential in the forest resources of BC.
To say that the forest industry is in a state of crisis is probably the understatement of the decade. But history has shown that
out of the turmoil of a crisis, arise tremendous cooperation, collaboration and innovation at levels not seen during periods of
stability. I use the example of WWII, when the collaborative efforts of scientists, military experts, engineers and
manufacturers were harnessed towards a common goal. The result was a rapid acceleration of new technologies including
radar, sonar, and vastly improved radio and computer technology.
I believe that today’s crisis in the forest industry can also be a potential catalyst for positive change and produce tremendous
environmental and socio-economic benefits. I believe that the people in the best position to transform this crisis into
opportunity, are resource professionals. But I also believe that it will take a revolution in the collective attitude and vision of
our society, who ultimately governs how resources are used, to effect this change.
The importance of our forests, environmentally and socio-economically is changing – and as resource-dependent
communities, we can sit back and watch this transformation, or become active participants. I believe that there are a number
of substantive opportunities before us that could lead the forest industry into a new era.
The first opportunity has to do with our current industrial model, which is very narrow in scope despite the diversity of our
natural resources and the significant dependency we have on the industry for its contribution to government revenues. The
model has three parts. First, it consists primarily of large scale, sometimes multinational corporations owning rights over
most of the timber supply in the form of Forest Licenses and Tree Farm Licenses. Second, it consists of few, relatively low
value products – 77% of the log harvest goes to dimension lumber, just over 6% to pulp, and another 10% to veneer and
OSB. Third, it consists of very limited markets – about 80% of our commodity products are going to the US. Value-added
products are a bit less dependent on the US market.
As an ecologist, I have looked to ecological theory to explain some of the problems associated with this model. One theory
states that biodiversity in an ecosystem is the underpinning of ecosystem stability. Many species in an ecosystem, provide
insurance against catastrophic change.
In support of this theory, the redundancy hypothesis holds that there are many species in ecosystems, some of whose
functions are redundant. If we lose 1 or 2 species, there are others available to take its place, and ecosystem processes
continue. The example here shows several different species of mushroom-producing fungi that are very important for
breakdown of organic matter and nutrient cycling.
Another hypothesis, called the rivet hypothesis – after the rivets that hold a plane together, is based on the idea that each
species has a small, yet unique part to play in ecosystem function. The examples here are black-backed woodpeckers which
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feed on mpb larvae, and reindeer lichen – an important species for barren ground caribou. According to the rivet hypothesis,
if one species is lost, ecosystems can continue to function, but if too many are lost, ecosystem function is impaired. Our
current industrial model has virtually no redundancy, and consists of a very few, giant commodity-product rivets.
No wonder the industry has been subject to cycles over time and that there is a direct correlation between the US economy
(as indicated by housing starts on the right axis) and the success of our forest industry (as indicated by the interior composite
price index for dimension lumber).
I have no doubt that commodity products will remain the bread and butter of the BC forest industry, but they shouldn’t be
the only thing on the supper table. We have enormous opportunity in BC to expand both our product lines and our markets.
BC’s forests have extremely diverse ecosystem types and tree species with different wood properties. We should be making
hundreds of different wood products – yet we are not. I believe that our dependency on the current industrial model is partly
to blame for this, as it causes us to become complacent during good times, and the bad times are too easily forgotten. We
must not let the opportunity to modify the industrial model slip away this time. We must find ways to make wood more
accessible to small and medium-scale manufacturers, and we must actively promote new wood products and work with
innovators to encourage investment in a more diverse range of product lines.
But modifying the industrial model is not just about diversification of products and markets. Our society has allowed
centralization of control over forest resources. The result is a lack of connection between the people who live in rural
communities, and the resources that they depend on. From a forest ecologist’s standpoint, this seems problematic to me, as
the people who care most about sustainability of natural resources and environmental impacts of management, are those who
live in the community, and who want their children to have a healthy living environment and future job opportunities.
Modification of the current industrial model must include at least a modest shift in control of resources, out of government
offices and corporate boardrooms and into the hands of communities. According to Michael Porter, a Harvard Business
School professor and world authority in competitiveness, “the enduring competitive advantages in a global economy lie
increasingly in local things-knowledge relationships, and motivation that distant rivals cannot match”.
BC’s large forested area also presents opportunities due to the increasingly unique nature of our forests on a global scale.
According to the FAO, primary forests – which mean different things to different countries – but basically are native species
with little or no evidence of human activity, are becoming a minority globally. Most are in South and North America and
Russia. Global deforestation rates have slowed, but are still substantive (approximately 200 km2/day net loss of forest area),
and are highest in S. America. BC therefore, has a high proportion of forest which is becoming increasingly unique on a
global scale.
As an example of how unique our “natural” forests are, several years ago my family travelled to the Czech Republic and
Poland – mostly by bicycle. As we were riding along, I was overwhelmed with the lack of natural forests in the Czech
Republic – most of the forests are highly managed and interspersed with farm lands and small urban centres. In Poland, I
was with a multinational group of scientists, and we were taken to a national forest that had been preserved for centuries for
the Royal family for hunting. The was an overwhelming enthusiasm and pride for logs such as this one, that were left on the
ground, rather than scooped up and utilized, and which was now contributing to the biodiversity of the area. It was obvious
to me, that such natural processes were the rare exception, rather than the rule.
In BC, where forests are publicly-owned, unlike much of the rest of the world, we have long-recognized non-timber values
and have attempted, at least at some level, to manage for those as well as the timber resource. On the other hand, a
significant amount of provincial revenue comes from timber harvesting and production of commodity products. To be
competitive, industry has had to cut costs as much as possible –through mill and logging equipment efficiencies. The only
other way to remain competitive in the commodity arena, is to maximize productivity including growing trees faster. So we
grow trees in plantations, use commercially viable species for reforestation, and depending on the area we sometimes use
intensive practices (fert, thinning, pruning). These intensive management practices, excelled at by Scandinavian countries,
are often not compatible with conservation of the multiple values that people in BC care about. We now find ourselves in a
position with one foot on maximizing timber productivity over extensive areas, and one foot on maintaining multiple values
– a position that is challenging to sustain, especially because of the vast area of forest land that we have in the Province.
This vast area presents challenges, but also opportunities. The challenges include high transportation costs associated with
moving logs from remote areas to centralized processing facilities. The top figure is an old saw mill in the vicinity of
Houston. In 1949, there were 42 mills in Houston district, by 1958 = between 67 and 84 mills operating, now there are 2.
Policy changes such as tenure transfer and appurtency, have further altered the dynamic around location of fibre source, and
processing facilities. Rising fuel costs, with no relief in sight, are one of the factors that erode profit margins associated with
the current industrial model.
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Not only are BC’s forests extensive, but they are also extremely diverse – coastal rainforest, interior bunchgrass, high
elevation montane, boreal, sub boreal. Each of these forest types have been shaped by different biophysical factors and have
evolved over time, a unique disturbance regime that enables self-perpetuation.
Coast rain forests are subject to small scale gap dynamics due to individual tree mortality, and wind disturbances. The
southern interior ponderosa pine forests are maintained by frequent fires that burn the understory, sub boreal forests result
from a combination of stand-replacing fires and gap dynamics.
Yet despite this variation in disturbance patterns and forest types, we apply predominantly one silviculture system across all
ecosystems in BC – in areas with frequent stand-maintaining fires, areas with less frequent stand-replacing fires, and in areas
with hundreds, if not thousands of years between fires (e.g. wet coast or interior rainforest). Good reasons for using clearcut
systems include worker safety and low cost relative to other systems. These factors become very important when we rely on
high productivity to produce commodity products, rather than focusing on higher quality and diverse products. On the coast,
variable retention harvesting has been introduced, but still the predominant silviculture system is clearcutting and artificial
regeneration.
To really capture the full economic potential of forest resources, we must undergo a profound shift in how we view and
value forest resources. The hydrologic cycle, the carbon cycle, mineral cycles, oxygen formation – all of these cycles and
processes are dependent on forests – and all of these not only support life on earth, but they also have potential economic
value.
In my opinion we have to view the economic value of forests through an environmental lens. The ABCFP Code of Ethics
states that forest professionals must “advocate and practice good stewardship of forest land, based on sound ecological
principles to sustain its ability to provide those values that have been assigned by society.” In practice however, good
stewardship has meant enabling sustainable extraction of timber resources, while not compromising other values. We have
long-recognized that forests hold multiple values (for example wildlife habitat and biodiversity), and I think we have done a
relatively good job of enabling extraction of timber while protecting other values. But what if we start to see some of those
values as having economic worth?
There is an entire emerging economy around ecosystem services, such as the carbon credits and offsets that we are becoming
familiar with, but there is also an increasing trade in water quality, watershed management payments, biodiversity offsets,
recreation, genetic resources and land conservation. While most of these are currently very small markets, some of them,
such as water quality, have the potential to become a significant part of our economy. Twenty years ago, we never would
have considered carbon credits as having economic value. The value of carbon credits doubled from 2006 to 2007 to over 60
Billion USD. Climate change and its link to combustion of fossil fuels, together with rapidly depleting oil reserves, has
spurred rapid technological advances in alternative forms of energy, including fuel cells and electric cars. But there is no
alternative to water. In some parts of the world, there are already serious water shortages. Water is a fundamental component
of the metabolism of all life on earth. The mountain pine beetle has taught us how important forests are in the regulation of
the water cycle, and we have known for a long time that forests act as filters and help maintain water quality. Climate change
has already had impacts on global supply and quality of water, and as supply of clean water becomes increasingly sparse, not
only the environmental, but also the economic value of our forests as filters and regulators of water will increase.
Canada has the third greatest supply of renewable freshwater in the world, and has a substantial part of the world’s primary
forests. Some of these emerging markets, such as water quality and biodiversity credits, will require large areas of forests
managed for natural ecosystem processes rather than, but not necessarily exclusive of, timber harvesting. Other emerging
markets, such as carbon credits, are more amenable to aforestation projects, and perhaps to intensive management of
plantations slated for wood products that have a very long lifespan. Then of course there is the developing market in biofuels
– fuels that come from renewable resources and can be at least carbon neutral. Few other jurisdictions in the world have the
extent and diversity of forests, and therefore the vast suite of options before them.
Resource extraction and manufacture of wood products, including commodity products, should remain a significant part of
our economy – but we really do need to do something about diversifying the products that we make and sell. This graph
shows that Canada has a huge opportunity to increase economic value from its wood products relative to other jurisdictions.
Value-added type industries also tend to employ more people per cubic metre of wood, than commodity products. In
addition, secondary and tertiary wood product businesses tend to be smaller and local – such that the support services for
these businesses, such as lawyers and accountants, also tend to be local rather than farmed out to a head office in Vancouver.
Thirdly, by fostering small-scale businesses that are community based, we bring communities more into the decision-making
process and link people more with the resource – which is a necessary part of innovation. Finally, with an industry
7
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dependent on few products and few markets, we will always be subject to cycles brought about by supply and demand – but
with some diversification, resource dependent communities can be buffered somewhat against these forces. Diversification
of the forest products industry is certainly not a new idea, and it seems to gain momentum at each downturn of the US
housing market – but then is lost again as the market recovers. We need to use the magnitude of the current economic crisis,
and the existing political will to strengthen the forest industry, in order to make some real progress.
I think we can make better use of our ecosystem diversity in the way that we approach growing trees and other forest
products. Currently, we tend to do and produce the same thing everywhere – with some notable exceptions. Perhaps we need
to look at growing trees in intensively-managed plantations in areas where it makes ecological and economic sense to do so.
In other areas, we should focus on old-growth management that would enable production of the highest quality log,
harvested in ways that preserve natural processes. I think we do a good job of strategic planning for AACs, but to make
better economic and environmental use of our forest ecosystems, we need to extend strategic planning to silviculture and
targeted products.
Capitalization of these economic opportunities will require big, profound changes in attitude about, and administration of,
forests. I believe that the forest profession and society in general needs to undergo a revolution. I believe that as individuals,
we view the forest as more than just the trees, and we know that the practice of forestry is much more than the harvesting
and planting of trees. But in our use of the forest resource, we are following the lead of corporate share-holders who have
paved the way for the current industrial model. This model is not attracting young people into forestry because it is currently
failing and is seen as a dead end. Who will be the future leaders to lead the paradigm shift that must take place, in our
collective attitudes and in administration of the resource? Who will make decisions about the use of forest resources in the
Province? I believe that much of the decision-making should rest with the local communities who are dependent on the
resource, and who have the local knowledge and long-term view of resource use.
In summary, I believe that we have two very significant opportunities. The first is to change the current industrial model in a
way that enables diversification of forest products, involves local knowledge and long-term commitment around resource
management decisions, and looks to future value from ecosystem services.
The second is to find ways to better align forest management with our unique situation in BC. The economic value of large
areas of “natural” forest is increasing as these types of forests become more and more rare globally – we must use our
knowledge of silviculture and natural disturbance processes to enable us to maintain this increasingly rare asset. I also think
that there are better ways to invest intensive management dollars for targeted products ranging from clear wood for high end
wood products, to fibre for biofuel facilities.
Thank you.

Dr Lewis also utilised a powerpoint presentation:
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Higgs Murphy, NWCC: Other ways to build
Higgs Murphy is presently developing curriculum for the Log and Timber Program at the North West Community
College in Terrace, and will instruct courses there in the fall of this year. This spring and summer, Higgs is working on
developing the Log and Timber facilities at the college and will be doing the log work for the long house being presently
constructed on the grounds. Higgs was educated in log building by B. Alan Mackie at his school near Prince George in
1978. Higgs plied his craft mainly in Ontario and Quebec, specializing in dovetail log construction and log framing.
Before teaching at NWCC, Higgs developed and taught the Timber Frame Program at College of the Rockies, Kimberley,
BC for three years.

Mr Murphy provided an oral presentation with pictures of timber frame construction in Ontario,
the Kootenays, and other areas.
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Dr Gail Fondahl, UNBC: Research to reality
Dr. Gail Fondahl joined UNBC's faculty in 1995, shortly after it opened, as a member of the Geography Program.
Her research initially focused on the development of aboriginal land rights in the Russian North. Once in BC, Gail also
began working with Tl'azt'en Nation on co-management of forest resources and on co-management of research. In
2004, UNBC and Tl'azt'en Nation embarked on a 5-year, fully collaborative, community-based research program that
looked at sustainable forest management, traditional knowledge, appropriate science education and ecotourism potential
for Tl'azt'en Nation. Gail chaired UNBC's Geography Program and the Outdoor Recreation and Tourism Management
programs from 2003-2008. She became UNBC’s Vice President of Research last September.

Dr Fondahl utilised a powerpoint presentation:
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Kim Morrison, Nisga’a Commercial Group: Environmental Services
Kim Morrison is Upper Mohawk of the Turtle Tribe of Six Nations located in southern Ontario and has spent most of her
life working in locations throughout the world. Kim arrived in Northern BC 1999 where she worked with the Tsimshian in
tourism services training and restoration of the North Pacific Historic Fishing Village located in Port Edward. In December
2007, Kim moved to the Nass Valley, where she has effectively implemented tourism initiatives to open the Nass to a world
audience while respecting and maintaining the Nisga’a culture and tradition and highlighting the pristine, natural, and
unique environment of the Nass Valley. Kim is a catalyst for change. Her strengths lie in her ability to come into a place or
situation, see the opportunity, and then initiate the process to implement the possible while keeping those things that are
important to us like our environment. One of the larger projects she is currently involved with is Lisims Backcountry
Adventures Tenure Development.

Ms Morrison utilised a powerpoint presentation:
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Don Gosnell, MoFR: Bio-Energy Initiatives
Don Gosnell is a registered professional forester with over 30 years experience in BC’s forest sector. Don’s early
career focused primarily on forest engineering, timber and briefly inventory. Don has worked for industry, as a
consultant, and most recently with the provincial government at the local, regional and provincial levels. For the past
two years Don has been the point person in the Ministry of Forests and Range dedicated to supporting the
implementation of Government’s Bioenergy Strategy as it relates to the forest sector. One of his primary responsibilities
is to identify key issues affecting the attainment of Government’s bioenergy objectives and to recommend policy and
program solutions to government decision makers. Recently, Don has been asked to lead the development of carbon
sequestration authorizations (tenures) in support of forest carbon offset opportunities.

Mr Gosnell utilised a powerpoint presentation:
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Andrew Pershin, UBC: Adding margin
Andrew Pershin is a Wood Products Processing Graduate from the University of British Columbia. His background and
interest in carving as well as his passion for Northwest Coast Design drove him to write his undergraduate thesis exploring
how Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) can be ethically merged with Northwest Coast Sculpture. The
paper focused on resolving issues encountered while Integrating CAD/CAM technology with Native Design, featuring
scanned carvings of Nisga’a Artist Roy McKay, as well as his own computer designed carvings. Bringing a practical
approach to technology transfer, product development, and marketing, Andrew is developing a Computer Design Program
with the Native Education College in association with UBC’s Centre for Advanced Wood Processing. With the resources and
industry expertise at UBC, Andrew is interested in developing wood products and programs with Indigenous and Rural
Communities.

Mr Pershin utilised a powerpoint presentation:
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OUTCOMES
Principles of a Sustainable Resource Economy

Through a conversation with the attendees, the following principles were identified for a sustainable
natural resource economy. Of course, this list is not intended to be exhaustive:
Principles of a sustainable resource economy in the Skeena-Nass Region:
Must be diverse (don’t put all of our eggs into one basket)
Will be based on decisions by local people
• Decentralised
• Respectful of culture
• Informed by global needs
Must put “supper on the table”, but doesn’t have to make the most money possible
• E.g. Better to make $100 every day rather than $200 once every three days
Must be respectful of the land
• ecological impacts must be considered
• should not be based on cutting over (exploiting) all the land
Should be based on “full cost accounting”
Environmental services must be a part
• Traditional services: e.g. tourism; local foodstuffs
• New services: e.g. carbon sequestration, water conservation
Contains non-commodity, “margin-added” products
Bioenergy should be based on residual fibre (“the last thing we do with wood will be to
burn it”)
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Describing a New Natural Resource Economy

Through two group exercises, and follow up discussions, we described some aspects that would be part
of a natural resource economy, and how that would be different from what our current economy
currently looks like:
What would a new natural resource economy look like?
Includes Community-based:
 Market Research – to identify potential of current and new natural resource
products
 Technological Research – to understand how regional products can be utilized and
processed
 Social research - to develop understanding of needs versus wants, and to allow
Reflects the Region’s advantages and unique attributes. For example:
 Our unique cultures
 High quality wood fibre
“Not just logs”
 Hard (tangible) products will continue to be part of the economy (e.g. wood,
minerals)
 There are additional soft (less tangible) resources that can be developed and
expanded (e.g. tourism, carbon, water)
“Goods” and “services” that could be part of a sustainable economy:
Goods
Services
Specialty Products
Tourism - Eco tourism
Mushroom harvesting
Fish/hunting
Cedar bark
Conservation
Medicinal
Education
Dimension
Mines, smelter, manufacturing
Niche markets
support
Land
Transportation
Pulp
Heli and local skiing
Fibre-Bioenergy
Rafting
Lumber
Biking Trails
Ecosystem products: e.g. Water,
Commercial retail
Carbon credits
Log house construction
Logs (old growth, second growth)
Historic/ Cultural Sites
Culture of wood
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How would a new natural resource economy be different from the status quo?
Industry is in the best location, with long term supply security
Is proactive:
 Uses new technology
 Anticipates future values
More thoughtful management, less segregation
Adaptability to change thinking as we move forward
Diversity of scales of operations and businesses
Specialization
Recognition and willingness to pay premiums for local/ sustainable products
Timber profile utilized: old and second growth, Hemlock, Balsam
Markets that take advantage of opportunities specific to the Northwest, e.g.:
 Range of different services that can be based on “natural resources”
 Diversity of goods that can be supplied or manufactured
 Development of local technology
 Culture
Local Assets utlised, e.g.:
 Human
 Natural
 Cultural
 Carvers
Challenges that must be considered
 Must account for high labour cost (when compared to global markets)
 Policy barriers
 How willing/able are we to pay for locally provided products
 Finding Markets for all parts of the resource profile (e.g. timber profile)
 Skilled folks for the services we need
 Market research to understand what our region, and the world, wants/needs
 Existing research generally does not address Northwest issues
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What do we need to do to achieve a New Natural Resource Economy?

Brainstorming provided a list of possible actions. Participants then set priorities for these raw actions.
BRAINSTORM IDEA
Local control (promote it) decentralization
Investigate what we can do with the mid-grade and fibre logs
Research into opportunities and into markets
Investigate energy opportunities and cluster opportunities
Breakdown supply barriers (how to get large sawmills to allow access to
special logs for small operators)
Understanding of collaborative management approaches and opportunities
Promote innovation
Promote strategic planning related to silviculture and what products we’re
trying to create (promote high growing sites)
Expedite funding/application processes
Investigate opportunities regarding more efficiency through technology
developments
Scoping exercise re: Pulp mill new or expansion -what’s required to make a
pulp mill viable in the Northwest; Can we make a pulp mill smaller?; where?
Break down policy barriers
Pilot projects/small runs to verify products
Investigate certification of natural resources
Bringing together EDO’s from within the region to see where innovative
opportunities are.
Promote/market local successes- local advantages and strengths.
Access to logs to “try” things
Investigate Second growth opportunities
Identify what is a need vs a want
Permitting processes to be streamlined
Investigate (small-scale) manufacturing closer to fibre resource supplies
What products can we produce on a small scale?

# of
votes
15
15
14
13
9
8
7
7
6
6
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
0
0
0

NOTE: Follow-up to this work will include grouping similar actions into themes, and then reviewing
the priorities based on the themes.
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Actions! Describe projects/ products/ information needs that will fit in with a New
Natural Resource Economy;
Review SNCIRE current/ planned projects and see how well they fit into the results
from this session

The participants indicated that rather than try to describe specific actions at this time, the brainstormed
ideas will provide direction for the development of potential actions.
The group then reviewed projects that SNCIRE has identified and for which funding has been
requested.

Regional Services Supporting Development of a New Natural
Resource Economy
Establish storefront office and employ natural resource professional or technical personnel for the
gathering, collating and communicating of information.
Specific work carried out by these positions will include:
 Market and product opportunity research
 Development of information databases
 Outreach to regional stakeholders
 Outreach/ marketing to potential marketplaces and producers
 Outreach to potential partners and funders
 Outreach to research and educational institutes
Outcomes from these positions will include:
 Information databases
 Communication, information, and promotion tools and reports related to new natural
resource opportunities
 Feasibility analyses and implementation plans
 Regional forums
Projected Budget: $640,000

Skeena-Nass Market Product Development & Technical Research
Identify new or additional products and processes that can be applied to the current forest
resource thereby expanding the market reach of hemlock and balsam while providing for long
term sustainability of the Forest Industry in BC's Northwest (Skeena-Nass) Region.
Identify the markets that potentially exist for the new products, which will allow for the
development of new market entries from within B.C.
Projected Budget: $61,000

Northwest Forestry and Industrial Potential Analysis
Determine the industrial capacity and potential of a revitalized forest economy in the Northwest
Region of BC.
Projected Budget: $282,000
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Development of a Delivered Log Cost Model
Establish a computer model that will calculate delivered log costs based on input of, and changes
to, variables related to logging phases, timber profile, and points of delivery.
Projected Budget: $66,000

Incubation and attraction of innovative projects
1. Incubation and demonstration of a small-scale pellet plant to meet local demands while
making use of wood and wood-based waste streams. Includes initial installation, training,
sourcing and delivery of wood waste, and evaluation of results.
Projected Budget: $706,000
2. Incubation and demonstration of an Aboriginal engineered wood products facility, starting with
truss manufacturing.
Projected Budget: $866,000
3. Evaluation of potential small-scale energy facilities and associated infrastructure for provision
of heat (and potentially electricity) to small or isolated communities, with an initial focus on
Aboriginal communities. Install of a proof-of-concept facility to demonstrate feasibility.
Projected Budget: $1,010,000
4. Train personnel and pilot new technology that will allow local artisans in the use of local
materials to produce products for initial marketing (e.g. "limited editions” of local aboriginal
art). Includes initial installation, training, fixed employment period for artisans, marketing, and
evaluation of results.
Projected Budget: $621,000
5. Increase capacity of cottage industry using local materials to produce high-end parts (for use
in manufacturing of guitars and other instruments) – scope out and provide fibre to allow
demonstration of business case (market already in place). Includes scoping and supply of
initial materials (logs), training, fixed employment period for workers, and evaluation of
results.
Projected Budget: $532,000
6. Development of an Aboriginal Certification Scheme for natural resource products that will
provide a market advantage for Aboriginal businesses.
Projected Budget: $249,000
7. Incubate the expertise to be a provider of carbon budget and life-cycle analyses to local,
regional, and national customers. Begin by determining carbon credit potentials for the above
products and process, and for other processes that occur in the Skeena-Nass Region.
Projected Budget: $125,000
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NEXT STEPS
Did we meet the Forum Objective of “To spark discussion amongst regional community stakeholders
to rethink, recreate, and reinvent the natural resource economy in the Skeena-Nass region. What
would a new economy look like? How can we move to that economy?”
Definitely, this forum sparked discussion: there were many opinions expressed, and there are many
challenges to overcome if we are to establish a sustainable economy in the Skeena-Nass Region.
This forum brought us one step closer.
There is lots of work to do. SNCIRE plans to
 Review priorities and identify additional projects based on the results of this forum
 Facilitate partnerships that will move the Skeena-Nass Region towards a new natural
resource economy
 Pursue funding for, and implement projects that will move the Skeena-Nass Region towards a
new natural resource economy
 Update Regional Stakeholder Groups through several means, including a follw-up to this
forum

The Skeena-Nass Center for Innovation in Resource Economics
(SNCIRE – pronounced “sincere”) is a non-profit society whose
vision is to transition the Skeena-Nass Region to an
economically, environmentally, and socially sustainable
resource economy.

SNCIRE

Contact us at Box 1145, Terrace, BC V8G 5P7
Tel: 250.638.0337
Website coming soon: www.sncire.ca

Dedicated to fostering a culture of innovation as well
as the development of science and technology in
Northwest BC, the Northwest Science and Innovation
Society (NSIS) is a non-profit society that provides
programming and events targeted at businesses,
communities and students/educators involved in
science, technology and innovation.
3224 Kalum Street, Terrace, BC V8G 2N1
Tel: (250) 638-0950; Toll-Free: 1-877-297-6747; Fax: (250) 638-0951
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